
Forgotten Figures Who Sparked Regime Change in Russia 

1917 marks the centenary of the Russian Revolution. How do we best acknowledge this? Should 
we celebrate an event that cost so many lives, and so much personal freedom? Do we put an 
asterisk by it in a timeline of the twentieth century, marking those big events that mandate being 
noted, but at the same time decried? Do we flag it as the beginning of a chapter in Russian 
history that then ended rather ignominiously in 1991? I believe that there are reasons to celebrate 
it, if we remain fixed in 1917, and recognize the multiple dimensions of “revolution.” Two 
events happened that year that sparked uprisings: the abdication of the tsar at the end of 
February, ending 300 years of Romanov rule, and the political aspiration that autocracy would be 
replaced by a constitution and a parliament; and the assumption of power by the Bolsheviks six 
months later, which suffocated that aspiration and ignited a civil war.  

First, we must address the historical context. Three years of world war had wreaked such havoc 
on the continent, destroying so many lives that there was genuine cause for Russians to take to 
the streets after the abdication, demonstrating for peace.  However, one Provisional Government 
after the other toppled because it could not, or would not, negotiate an armistice with the Axis 
Powers. Anastasia Verbitskaia, one of tsarist Russia’s best-selling authors, recalled marching in 
the streets waving red flags with many others to rejoice that the autocracy had finally 
surrendered its oppressive power, which many interpreted as an indication that war was finally 
coming to an end. A writer of female fiction, snubbed as “ladies’ literature” (damskaia 
literatura), Verbitskaia would be identified with fledgling middle classes, the potential 
bourgeoisie, not the Marxist Bolsheviks. And she was equally popular among male readers, 
including soldiers at the front, if not more so.  

Verbitskaia personified the hopeful side of the revolution that inspired so many Russians to 
exhale a sigh of relief when Tsar Nicholas II relinquished his throne. She had actively supported 
the Revolution that had begun in 1905, which brought the autocracy to a standstill following 
defeat in the war against Japan. A feminist avant la lettre, she first began composing prose in the 
1890s, bemoaning what she saw as the forced domestication of women, who remained legally 
subjected to the men in their lives. From her “First Swallows,” published in the journal Russian 
Thought in 1898, until her six-volume blockbuster The Keys to Happiness, which appeared in 
installments from 1909 to 1913, Verbitskaia generated a bevy of frustrated female heroines 
striving to achieve personal fulfillment in a realm of their own making. Significantly, her 
heroines inevitably fail to achieve their objectives, a clear indication of the limits on personal 
freedom. Moreover, unable to make peace with this, they end their lives badly. Vavochka, in the 
novella that bears her name, turns into an egomaniacal seductress of her widowed mother’s beau 
and ends with nothing. Mania Eltsova, the free-spirited and frenetic heroine of Keys, was 
Verbitskaia’s most memorable heroine, a dancer in the spirit of Isadora Duncan, who commits 
suicide at age twenty-two because although she had acquired economic independence, she could 
not find a spiritual autonomy within herself. That her heroines enjoyed their extreme popularity 
seemingly because of the futility of their efforts suggested that the readers identified with their 
desires to contest their constraints. All was not well for the regime when these stories did not end 
well for the women. 



The male characters who populate Verbitskaia’s novels are also complex, and not patriarchal 
tyrants actively preventing the females from achieving their ambitions. Some, like the doctor 
who lusted after Vavochka, is as weak-willed as she. Although he wanted to return to the mother 
whom he had wronged, because the damage had been done, he ends miserably with neither 
woman. In Keys, the wealthy Mark Shteinbach, a Jewish sugar magnate, loves Mania deeply and 
begs to marry her, despite the fact that she has born another man’s baby daughter. In addition, 
Shteinbach has demonstrated sympathy for some political revolutionaries, hiding them out at his 
estate. His leftist inclinations in a Verbitskaia novel are not reflections of his ethnicity; indeed, 
the single hero of hers who gets his own book, Andre Tobol’tsev, eponymous as The Spirit of the 
Times, begins as a sybaritic nobleman, but is ultimately converted by the events of the 1905 
Revolution. The continuously positive portrayal of 1905 in her work further testifies to her 
support for the aspirations of Russians from every social category to enjoy more individual 
freedoms. Appearing in 1907, as the century’s first revolution was winding down in compromise, 
Spirit stands out as a testament to a middlebrow yearning for release from autocratic oppression. 
And nor do her upper-class protagonists ever tangle with workers. 

Another radical cultural sphere in which Verbitskaia shone was the nascent motion picture 
industry. Just as her literature was too philistine to merit approval from cerebrally arrogant 
Russian intelligentsia, so too was the cinema initially perceived as a lowbrow forum. However, 
her vivid characters sprang to life on the silver screen, and the film version of “Keys,” appearing 
in 1913, was prerevolutionary Russia’s most popular movie; even a waltz was named for the 
book. Vavochka appeared in her own movie, and then showed up gain as Lee in the more 
popular For Happiness, and the film version of Spirit bore the name of its hero, Andrei 
Tobol’tsev. In this demesne, which included other screenings of her novels, Verbitskaia once 
again held her own as a pioneer. She worked, for example, with the innovative directors 
Vladimir Gardin and Iakov Protozanov, helping to develop what would become the world’s most 
powerful medium. She personified Russian modernity, beginning with the social issue 
emancipation, and not only of women, but of all individuals. And she used the evolving media, 
keen to the potential of technology to communicate ideas to the masses as well as the elite. 

Sadly, Verbitskaia’s fate after 1917 once again allowed her to embody Russian aspirations for 
personal autonomy, but this time as the victim. Central to the Bolsheviks’ success was their 
signing a treaty to end the war, which theoretically made it possible to begin the internal political 
reforms necessary to establish a participatory government. But when they then shut down the 
constitutional convention, the country collapsed into civil war. When they emerged successful in 
1921, the Bolsheviks put Verbitskaia on trial, with a litany of accusations: pornography, anti-
Semitism, and reactionary politics. The hollowness of these charges reveals the interpretive 
limitations of her critics. Was it blindness that prevented them from recognizing her 
contributions to the changes that had made revolution possible? The more insidious 
interpretation, though, stands to Bolshevik reason: she had to be shut up precisely because of 
what her voice echoed in society at large. After 1924, when she was permitted to publish again, 
she penned children’s stories under pseudonyms. That she was able to reclaim at least a modest 
space in the Russian literary canon after 1991 provides one marker of the extent to which the 
Soviet era was a chapter, albeit an extraordinary one, in Russia’s tumultuous history. But the 



woman who was selling more than a quarter of a million books when her country marched off to 
war, and who then herself marched to celebrate peace, ironically helped to facilitate both the 
uprisings of 1917: first for the positives of individual freedom, and subsequently as an example 
of the threat posed by individualism. 
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